THE ACTION COLLECTION

An arresting collection of rousingly rip-roaring music from the most breathtakingly hair-raising scenes in cinema, featuring The Bourne Identity, True Lies, Face/Off, Speed, Top Gun, Con Air, Die Hard and fifteen other thrilling themes!
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Air Force One
(Welcome Aboard, Sir)
Composed by Jerry Goldsmith
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Armageddon
(Theme)
Composed by Trevor Rabin

Moderately
Backdraft
(Show Me Your Firetruck)
Composed by Hans Zimmer
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© Copyright 1993 Universal/MCA Music Limited.
All rights in Germany administered by Universal/MCA Music Publ. GmbH.
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
The Bourne Identity/
The Bourne Supremacy
(Main Titles/Atonement)

Composed by John Powell
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Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
(Eternal Vow)
Composed by Tan Dun
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Die Hard
(Tagaki Dies)
Composed by Michael Kamen
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© Copyright 1990 Fox Film Music Corporation, USA.
Hal Leonard Corporation
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
Face/Off
(Ready For The Big Ride, Bubba)
Composed by John Powell
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© Copyright 1996 Famous Music Publishing Limited (75%)/Warner/Chappell/Artemis Music Limited (25%).
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
Gladiator
(Now We Are Free)
Composed by Hans Zimmer, Lisa Gerrard & Klaus Badelt
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© Copyright 2000 SKG Music Publishing LLC/Cherry Lane Music Publishing Company, USA (87.5%)/
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Goldfinger
(Title Theme)
Composed by John Barry

\[ \text{\textcopyright Copyright 1964 Sony/ATV Songs LLC, USA.}
\text{Sony/ATV Music Publishing (UK) Limited.}
\text{All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.} \]
Kung Fu Hustle
(Fisherman's Song Of The East China Sea)
Composed by Ma Sheng Long & Gu Guan Ren

\( \text{\textcopyright Copyright 2006 Sony/ATV Music Publishing (UK) Limited. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.} \)
Live And Let Die
(Title Theme)
Composed by Linda McCartney & Paul McCartney

© Copyright 1973 MPL Communications Limited (75%)/EMI United Partnership Limited (25%).
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
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Mission: Impossible
(Title Theme/Love Theme)
Composed by Lalo Schifrin/Danny Elfman

With drive ($j = 172$)

© Copyright 1967 Brun Music Company & Famous Music Corporation, USA/
© Copyright 1996 Famous Music Corporation/Ensign Music Corporation, USA.
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
Speed
(Main Title/End Title)
Composed by Mark Mancina

Rubato \( \text{c. 63} \)

© Copyright 1994 Fox Film Music Corporation, USA.
Hal Leonard Corporation.
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
Top Gun
(Anthem)
Composed by Harold Faltermeyer

© Copyright 1981 Fernscan Limited.
EMI Virgin Music Limited.
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
Solo piano arrangements of twenty-two stimulating action movie themes
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